Minutes for a Ticonderoga Special Town Board Meeting held on January 26, 2016
at 12:45 p.m. To consider the Authorization to draw alternate plans for the Basis of
Design to be filed as an addendum
Present:
Joseph M. Giordano, Supervisor
Fred Hunsdon, Councilman
Wayne Taylor, Councilman
Dorcey Crammond, Councilwoman
Chattie Van Wert, Councilwoman
Matthew Fuller, Town Attorney
Tonya M. Thompson, Town Clerk
Supervisor Giordano explained the purpose of calling this Special Town Board meeting,
which is for the board to consider passing a resolution authorizing AES to draft alternate
options for the Basis of Design to be filed as an addendum.
Mr. Fuller explained a bit further that we are bumped up against a March 1st date with
EFC. Part of that is that we need to get an addendum together for the Basis of Design
Report. The project is about 13 million dollars and that includes the well, improvements
to lines, and it also includes some work out at Baldwin. What it did not include was a
section of pipe out near the business district - Rite Aid, Maplefields - that pipe was not
included out of the hope that we all had that it would be funded under the Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), that program is through NYS Homeland Security
and FEMA. The hope was that 2 million dollars would have funded out of that program
allowing us to do a bunch of work out at Baldwin Road. That languished for quite a long
time and we finally heard back last month that the grant was not awarded, so the Town
did not get that and that piece of pipe has to be repaired as part of this water project or the
wells don't work. Our Basis of Design that were obligated to file with the DOH and
would also satisfy EPA was to address the order that we are under from the DOH and
now we have the EPA order. That Basis of Design did address those violations and it got
us back into compliance, but we have a14 million dollar ceiling with EFC, that is the
maximum project we can have. We were at 13.7 million dollars without this 2 million
dollar line. Now, our Basis of Design did not include that as part of that project and it
needs to. What Mr. Hodgson and AES needs to do is go back and draft an addendum to
our Basis of Design to include some alternatives and that line will be one of those
alternatives. The Basis of Design has to address compliance and one of those compliance
issues is Baldwin Road. What we may be able to do through this alternative is we can
down grades the suggested upgrades on Baldwin Road - maybe do some repairs out there
or not at all, but get it back to doing what it is supposed to be doing and include now this
line and still stay under or at that 13.7 million dollar project with EFC. They can't do
that work until you guys authorize them. Now we have the letter from EFC and now you
can authorize them to put together that addendum.
Resolution #23-2016 brought by Wayne Taylor, seconded by Chattie Van Wert to
authorize AES Northeast to put together alternate options for the Basis of Design to be
filed as an addendum and ultimately work on a revised schedule. All in Favor Joseph
Giordano - Aye, Fred Hunsdon - Aye, Wayne Taylor - Aye, Dorcey Crammond - Aye,
Chattie Van Wert - Aye. Opposed - none. Carried.
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Mr. Fuller added that we are going to under a Federal Department of Justice Order in
Federal Court to comply with time frames. We are going to have to amend these time
frames a little bit to meet this EFC funding. He does not anticipate that being an issue, he
does not think that DOH or EPA are going to jam us up on having to move the calendar a
little bit because now we have this money. They know what we can and cannot afford,
he could be wrong, they could come back and say that it is unacceptable - you have to
meet that time frame that was filed, but he doubts that. That is not what he sees
happening. Things are going to start falling into place now. This letter is out, we are
moving, we get this going and this will go forward. He did mention that we may have
additional special meetings to work on bond issues now going forward.
Meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted, Tonya M. Thompson, Town Clerk

